In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.

**HTTPMethod DELETE**
- ProxyHostnameEdit intelliconnect.cch.com$ intelliconnect
- HTTPHeader X-GWT-*
- HTTPHeader X-ApiKey
- HTTPHeader X-CPID
- Title The Almanac of the Federal Fiduciary
- URL http://intelliconnect.cch.com
- HJ https://intelliconnect.cch.com
- HJ https://login.intelliconnect.cch.com
- HJ https://login.wolterskluwer.com
- DJ wkcheetah.com
- DJ cch.com
- DJ wolterskluwer.com
- MimeFilter application/json .* javascript
- Find http://
- Replace http://